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Fluorescence in situ hybridization combined with
three-dimensional microscopy has shown that chro-
mosomes are not randomly strewn throughout the
nucleus but are in fact fairly well organized, with dif-
ferent loci reproducibly found in different regions of
the nucleus. At the same time, increasingly sophisti-
cated methods to track and analyze the movements
of specific chromosomal loci in vivo using four-
dimensional microscopy have revealed that chro-
matin undergoes extensive Brownian motion.
However, the diffusion of interphase chromatin is
constrained, implying that chromosomes are physi-
cally anchored within the nucleus. This constraint on
diffusion is the result of interactions between chro-
matin and structural elements within the nucleus,
such as nuclear pores or the nuclear lamina. The
combination of defined positioning with constrained
diffusion has a strong impact on interactions
between chromosomal loci, and appears to explain
the tendency of certain chromosome rearrange-
ments to occur during the development of cancer.
Introduction
Traditionally, molecular biologists have found it con-
venient to think of interphase chromosomes as DNA-
based spaghetti randomly floating around in a kettle
of nucleoplasmic sauce. At the same time, a small but
fanatical cadre of cell and structural biologists have
focussed on the possibility that chromosomes might
be non-randomly arranged in the nucleus. These latter
workers espoused the view that chromosomes, far
from being noodles in a soup, are more like threads on
a loom, with each chromosome precisely positioned
to allow the correct interactions with other chromo-
somes. In fact, the truth lies somewhere in between. In
this review we consider evidence that chromatin is
indeed non-randomly arranged, albeit loosely so,
according to a few general rules of organization. We
next examine interphase chromatin motion and see
that the constrained diffusion observed by tracking
chromatin in vivo can reconcile a degree of nuclear
organization with the need for chromatin to move. We
then consider the possible molecular players that
confine and organize chromatin. We conclude with a
discussion of the functional significance of chromatin
organization and diffusion.
Order: Non-Random Organization of Interphase
Chromosomes
Chromosomes are not randomly arranged in the
nucleus. Whenever the position of individual genes has
been determined in three dimensions, some degree of
specific localization is always observed. The first sys-
tematic studies of three-dimensional nuclear organi-
zation were done in Drosophila salivary glands [1]. By
imaging polytene chromosomes in three dimensions,
the location of every chromosomal locus was mea-
sured. It was immediately obvious that a given gene
could be found in many different places, thus position
of a locus was not rigidly predetermined. Yet the chro-
mosome arrangement was far from random. By com-
paring many nuclei, several features of nuclear
organization became apparent. First, the nucleus as a
whole was polarized, with centromeres at one end of
the nucleus, and telomeres at the other, reflecting the
arrangement of chromosomes in the last anaphase
preceding the onset of polyteny. Second, chromo-
somes were not intertwined with each other, instead
each chromosome occupied a separate domain within
the nucleus, again closely mirroring the arrangement
of chromosomes as separate entities during the
mitosis preceding polytenization. Third, chromosomes
reproducibly contacted the nuclear envelope at par-
ticular loci.
These studies showed chromosomes were orga-
nized according to two fundamental organizational
principles: retention of mitotic chromosome geometry,
as reflected by polarization of the nucleus along a cen-
tromere to telomere axis and separation of chromo-
somes into non-overlapping territories (Figure 1A); and
specific contacts with the nuclear envelope (Figure 1B).
Subsequent experiments using fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) in a variety of interphase cells have
fully confirmed these principles. We next consider
these two facets of nuclear organization in more detail.
Figure 1. The two basic principles of nuclear order:
(A) Persistence of mitotic organization. In mitosis chromosomes
are compacted into separate entities, and during anaphase they
are aligned with all centromeres drawn together near the spindle
pole. When chromatin decondenses in telophase, this arrange-
ment is retained, and persists into interphase. Thus chromo-
somes are polarized with centromeres near one end of the
nucleus and telomeres near the other, and are not intertwined
with each other, instead occupying distinct regions of the
nucleus. (B) Nuclear envelope contacts. A series of discrete chro-
mosomal loci interact with the nuclear envelope (red circles),
either through nuclear pores or components of the nuclear
lamina. These interactions constrain chromatin motion [29,30].
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Retention of Mitotic Chromosome Geometry
The persistence of a polarized anaphase-like orienta-
tion of chromosomes in interphase, with centromeres
clustered at one end and telomeres at the other, 
has been observed in several cell types including
Drosophila, yeast and mammalian cells [2–7]. This
arrangement is seen most clearly in rapidly dividing
cells, probably because slow drift of chromatin over
very large time scales in non-dividing cells (see below)
may gradually disrupt the polar arrangement. And
several studies have confirmed that chromosomes do
not overlap extensively in interphase but instead
remain in separate nuclear territories [8], again reflect-
ing a persistence of the mitotic arrangement of chro-
mosomes as spatially separate entities.
Interactions with the Nuclear Envelope
Electron microscopy shows patches of chromatin
plastered against the nuclear envelope [9]. Does this
reflect non-specific adhesion of all chromatin or selec-
tive attachment of specific loci? FISH experiments
clearly indicate the existence of specific nuclear enve-
lope-associated regions throughout the genome
[2,10–13]. The specific DNA sequences that confer
nuclear envelope attachment have in most cases not
been determined, but blocks of repeated sequences
may play a role.  Thus, insertion of a particular block
of simple-sequence repeats in Drosophila causes the
site of insertion to become more closely associated
with the nuclear envelope, suggesting this repeat is
sufficient to confer nuclear envelope targeting [14].
As a result of interactions with the nuclear envelope
at a few discrete sites, the entire chromosome is
arranged into a series of loops anchored at the enve-
lope. In Drosophila embryos, these loops are approx-
imately 1 Mb in size [2]. As a result of this looping,
even loci not directly associated with the envelope are
non-randomly positioned relative to the surface. A
study of 40 different loci in Drosophila showed that
each locus had a preferential distance from the
nuclear surface, resulting in a highly ordered radial
positioning [2]. Similar radial positioning of chromo-
somes is seen in mammalian cells [15–17].
Combining the polarized anaphase-like arrange-
ment of chromosomes with the radial positioning that
results from nuclear envelope interactions constrains
the position of a given gene in two dimensions, one
axial and one radial, such that it lies within a toroidal
region of the nucleus. Three-dimensional FISH exper-
iments with a large number of different probes in
Drosophila have confirmed that each locus repro-
ducibly occupies a different radially and axially delim-
ited sub-region of the nucleus [2]. However, the
distribution of position about the mean position is rel-
atively large, suggesting that chromatin position
retains a high degree of flexibility.
Disorder: Diffusive Movement of Interphase
Chromatin
The fact that chromosomes can maintain a non-
random arrangement during interphase suggests a
static nucleus in which chromosomes are held rigidly
in place. However, certain chromosome functions,
such as recombination, require some level of chromo-
some movement. To what extent can chromatin move
around inside the nucleus during interphase?
Early cytological evidence suggested that inter-
phase chromosomes were fairly immobile. A century
ago, Theodor Boveri showed that the arrangement
and orientation of chromosomes in early cleavage
nuclei of Ascaris were maintained during interphase,
such that when chromosomes condensed during
prophase they were in the same arrangement as seen
in the preceding telophase [18]. As a result, chromo-
somes in sister cells ended up arranged in mirror-
image configurations (Figure 2A). Boveri’s studies
suggested that chromosomes do not move long dis-
tances in the nucleus during interphase. A similar con-
clusion was suggested by the observation that the
maternal and paternal sets of chromosomes remain
spatially separated from each other in the nucleus
during early development, at least for a few divisions
after fertilization, implying a lack of rapid long-range
chromosome movement [19,20]. Modern investiga-
tions employing a variety of techniques including pho-
tobleaching and in vivo chromosome visualization
have confirmed the lack of long-range chromosome
movement during interphase [3,21–23].
Given that chromosomes cannot move over large
distances in the nucleus, we next ask the question,
can chromosomes in interphase move at all, or are
they absolutely static? If they can move, how fast is
this motion, and over what distances can it occur?
Answering these questions requires a way to track
chromosome loci in living cells. This is done using
GFP-tagged DNA binding proteins, which bind an
inserted array of binding sites, making a fluorescent
mark that can be tracked in vivo [24].
The first direct studies of interphase movement of
individual loci in living cells revealed that chromo-
somes undergo constrained diffusion [25]. In both
budding yeast and Drosophila early embryos, chro-
matin moved with a diffusion constant of approxi-
mately 10–11 cm2 sec–1. This movement appeared to
be due to thermally driven Brownian motion. Most
importantly, the chromatin diffusion was highly con-
strained (Figure 2B). A given locus could diffuse freely
only within a sub-region of the nucleus with a radius of
0.3 µm for yeast and 0.9 µm for Drosophila, equivalent
to 1–5 % of the total nuclear volume. Constrained dif-
fusion of chromatin has been confirmed in all cell
types examined including mammalian tissue culture
cells, budding yeast, Drosophila, and plants ([26–30],
M. Lowenstein, personal communication, N. Kato, per-
sonal communication).
Is all chromatin movement due to constrained
Brownian motion? One study of centromere dynamics
in living cells revealed that a small fraction of cen-
tromeres appeared to undergo slow directed move-
ments in the interphase nucleus, but the majority of
centromeres underwent constrained diffusion and did
not experience large displacements [31]. Another
study showed large directed shifts in gene position
during the mid-blastula transition in Drosophila
embryos [32]. However during this period the centric
heterochromatin condenses dramatically, and this
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could pull the adjacent chromosome arms towards
the centric heterochromatin cluster. Indeed, all loci
moved towards the centromeres, and loci nearest to
the centromeres showed the most dramatic move-
ments. Thus condensation of heterochromatin may
drive directed interphase chromatin motion, but apart
from this unusual situation, the majority of interphase
chromatin motion probably occurs by diffusion.
A recent study has extended the analysis of inter-
phase chromatin motion to different time-scales.
Vazquez and coworkers [27] showed in a recent
Current Biology paper that chromatin motion is best
described by two different constrained diffusion
processes. Measurements were made independently
on a time scale of either minutes or hours. In each case
chromatin showed constrained diffusion, but on the
longer time scale the diffusion constant was slower and
the size of the confinement region much larger than at
the shorter time scale. This slower longer-range motion
probably reflects gradual dynamics of the large-scale
nuclear structures that constrain the rapid chromatin
diffusion observed in short time-scale experiments.
That is, chromatin motion is confined by a scaffold that
is itself gradually rearranging. Recent experiments
revealed that nuclear pores turn over extremely slowly
in vivo, on the time scale of many hours, but on shorter
timescales appear to behave as an elastically con-
nected network [33]. If, as discussed below, nuclear
pores bind and organize chromatin, their slow turnover
could be the basis for the larger scale chromatin move-
ments that occur on the hour time scale. The fact that
chromatin is most effectively constrained, and hence
most well-ordered, on a time-scale comparable to the
cell cycle time in dividing cells, and becomes much less
constrained, and hence more disordered, on a long
time scale relevant only for non-dividing cells, suggests
that nuclear organization will have its most dramatic
effects during development when cells are still dividing
and in stem cell populations, and may be less relevant
for terminally differentiated cells.
Two recent studies have extended the analysis of
chromatin motion to include a large number of differ-
ent loci in yeast [29] and human [30] cells. Both studies
found that diffusion of loci associated with the nuclear
envelope was significantly more constrained than
other loci. Chubb and coworkers [30] showed that
nuclear envelope-associated loci diffused with virtually
the same diffusion constant as other loci, but within a
confinement region with a much smaller radius.
Constrained diffusion can account for the persis-
tence of mitotic chromosome geometry in interphase.
The interactions that constrain chromatin diffusion
presumably establish themselves as the mitotic chro-
mosomes decondense. Thus, the individual chromo-
somes become tacked down close to their telophase
position. Because during mitosis the chromosomes
are condensed into spatially distinct objects, the chro-
mosomes remain spatially separated in interphase.
Likewise, because the chromatin cannot diffuse far
from its position at the end of anaphase, the overall
anaphase arrangement will be preserved. Thus, a
major feature of nuclear architecture appears to be
explained by the constrained diffusion of chromatin.
Molecular Basis of Constrained Diffusion and
Nuclear Order
The non-random arrangement of chromosomes is
maintained by constraints on diffusion that result from
interactions of chromosomes with structural elements
in the nucleus. But which structural elements interact
with chromatin to provide the constraints? In this
section we consider nuclear structures that may play
a role in organizing chromosomes in the nucleus.
Nuclear Lamina
Could associations of chromatin with the nuclear
envelope provide the necessary constraints on diffu-
sion? The key question is whether nuclear envelope
localization really reflects physical binding to the
nuclear envelope or just coincident colocalization. The
Figure 2. Constrained diffusion of chromatin.
(A) Diagram of chromosomes seen during the first two embry-
onic divisions of Ascaris megalocephala [18]. The entire genome
of this nematode is on a single chromosome, present in two
homologous copies in the diploid state. Three different embryos
are depicted. In telophase of the first mitosis, shown on the left
in each case, the spatial arrangement of the chromosomes
differs from embryo to embryo, but the arrangement in sister
nuclei is roughly mirror symmetrical. During interphase the chro-
mosomes decondense and become indistinct, but when they
recondense in prophase in preparation for the second embry-
onic division, the chromosomes reappear in roughly the same
arrangement, indicating a lack of long-range movement during
interphase. The small circles drawn within the nuclei denote
evaginations of the nuclear envelope, in which the telomeres are
located. (B) Constrained diffusion in Drosophila spermatocytes.
Images show nuclei in living Drosophila embryos, in which the
two homologous copies of one locus are tagged with a GFP
labeled DNA binding protein such that each locus looks like a
diffraction-limited spot [27]. The three images are from a time-
lapse series, each taken 7 minutes apart. For each image, a
series of shorter exposures were taken and then overlaid. The
resulting irregular blob of fluorescence represents the sum of
the positions of a single diffraction limited spot as it diffuses
around in the nucleus. The radius of the cloud reflects the extent
of diffusional motion that occurred during each 7 minute period.
Note that when the three separate frames are compared, little
long-range motion is seen even over 14 minutes, while signifi-
cant short-range motion is seen within each frame. This is the
hallmark of constrained diffusion.
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ability of polytene chromosomes to interact with the
nuclear envelope was shown in several ways: by visu-
alizing thin fibers running from chromosome bands to
the nuclear envelope [34]; by microdissection experi-
ments in which chromosomes pulled out of ruptured
nuclei stuck tenaciously to the nuclear envelope
remnant [35]; and by electrophoresis of chromosomes
inside living cells [36]. More recently, direct analysis of
chromatin motion has shown that nuclear envelope-
associated loci are more highly constrained, providing
direct evidence that they are physically tethered to the
envelope during interphase [29,30]. Given that chro-
matin can physically bind the nuclear envelope, the
next question is, which molecular components of the
nuclear envelope mediate this interaction?
The major components of the nuclear lamina are the
intermediate filament-like nuclear lamin proteins.
Several studies have revealed specific DNA sequences
capable of binding lamins [37,38]. Lamins are also
capable of binding histones in vitro [39,40]. In addition,
other lamina proteins including the lamin B receptor
can bind DNA or chromatin proteins in vitro [41–45].
However some of these lamina–chromatin interactions
might only be involved in re-assembling the nuclear
envelope after mitosis without playing any subsequent
role in interphase nuclear organization. Moreover,
because DNA is a large negatively charged polymer,
any protein with a positively charged patch on its
surface will bind DNA to some extent just as it might
bind a phosphocellulose column, and distinguishing
specific binding from ion-exchange chromatography
in vitro is non-trivial. In any event, the interesting
problem is to show that such interactions are relevant
in vivo. The only way to prove this is to insert one or
more copies of such a sequence at a test site that is
not normally nuclear envelope-associated, and see 
if the site now associates with the nuclear envelope in
a sequence-dependent manner. Surprisingly, this
appears never to have been done for any of the pro-
posed lamin-binding sequences. Consequently, the
biological relevance of these in vitro binding studies
remains unclear.
In one case however it does seem that a specific
DNA sequence can confer nuclear envelope associa-
tion. Insulator elements protect genes from silencing
by nearby heterochromatin in Drosophila. The insula-
tor sequence found in the gypsy transposon clearly
localizes to the nuclear envelope [46], along with two
proteins required for gypsy insulator function, Su(hw)
and mod(mdg4). A mutation in Su(hw) that destroys
insulator function causes the insulator sequence to
detach from the nuclear envelope [46], suggesting that
the Su(hw) protein is a nuclear envelope protein
required to tether insulator sequences to the nuclear
envelope.
Nuclear Pores
In addition to the nuclear lamina, the nuclear envelope
also contains nuclear pore complexes. Several lines of
evidence suggest that nuclear pore complexes can
interact with chromatin. At least one pore complex
protein can bind DNA in vitro [47]. Not all chro-
matin–nuclear pore complex interactions need involve
DNA: the telomere protein yKu70 can bind to the pore
complex-associated protein Mlp2, that in turn binds
the nucleoporin Nup145 [48]. Significantly, mutation of
yKu70, Mlp2 or Nup145 prevent the normal associa-
tion of telomeres with the nuclear envelope [48,49].
Nuclear Matrix
One of the most controversial aspects of nuclear
organization is the existence of a three-dimensional
protein network within the nucleus. The nuclear matrix
was first defined operationally as an insoluble protein
residue that remained after extracting nuclei with
various agents [50]. However the possibility remains
that proteins in these matrix preparations simply
aggregated together during the highly non-physio-
logical extraction conditions. Electron microscopy
revealed a network of linear fibers criss-crossing the
nuclear interior [51], but these fibers were only seen in
nuclei prepared using resin-less embedding proce-
dures that raised serious concerns about artifacts.
Live-cell imaging of Drosophila embryos reveals
nuclear matrix proteins that localize in a network-like
pattern in the living nucleus, and this pattern retains
the shape of the nucleus even after nuclear envelope
breakdown, suggesting a nuclear matrix may indeed
exist in living cells [52].
But even if there is a nuclear matrix in living cells,
there remains little convincing evidence that it plays
any role in anchoring chromatin within the nucleus.
The fact that nuclear envelope association results in a
significantly tighter confinement of chromatin diffusion
[29,30] suggests that an internal nuclear matrix, if it
exists, is not the dominant factor in constraining chro-
matin diffusion.
Functional Consequences of Dynamic Nuclear
Organization
What functional consequences follow from a non-
random chromosome arrangement and constrained
diffusion of chromatin? Here we focus on the role of
nuclear architecture in gene expression and inter-
chromosomal interactions.
Gene Regulation
As the chromosome is, ultimately, the lair of the gene,
it makes sense to ask whether the organization of
chromosomes plays any functional role in gene
expression. Because position relative to the nuclear
envelope is one of the most visually striking features
of nuclear organization, the possible roles of chro-
matin–nuclear envelope interactions have received the
lion’s share of attention over the years, and we shall
focus on this question first.
In principle, proximity to the nuclear envelope could
have either a positive or a negative effect on gene
expression. A positive effect is supported by the fact
that peripheral chromatin, near the nuclear envelope,
seems more accessible to nucleases [53], implying
nuclear envelope-associated chromatin might be
more transcriptionally active. Given the role of nuclear
pore complexes in export of mRNA molecules, it was
proposed that highly expressed genes might associ-
ate with pore complexes to facilitate export of their
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mRNA [54]. The rationale for active genes localizing to
the nuclear envelope is particularly compelling in the
case of genes whose transcripts are localized within
the cell relative to the nucleus. If genes localize near
the surface of the nucleus where the transcript will be
localized, then message could be exported directly to
its site of final localization. Indeed it has been shown
that a nuclear lamin mutant has defects in transcript
localization [55].
The main argument against a role for the nuclear
envelope in transcript targeting via gene recruitment
is simply that actively expressed genes are not, in
general, found associated with the nuclear envelope
[56]. In early Drosophila embryos, one of the most
strongly expressed zygotic genes is the histone gene
cluster yet this locus is in fact non-randomly far from
the nuclear envelope [2]. A thorough study of pair-rule
genes, whose transcripts are highly localized relative
to the nuclei in Drosophila embryos, revealed no cor-
relation whatsoever between gene position and tran-
script localization [6], arguing that even if the nuclear
lamina plays some role in transcript export or local-
ization, it does not act by positioning active genes on
the nuclear envelope.
Thus, chromatin–nuclear envelope interactions prob-
ably do not play a positive role in transcription, tran-
script export or localization. In contrast, it has long
been known that transcriptionally silent heterochro-
matin associates with the nuclear envelope. Studies of
chromosome position have found that gene-rich chro-
mosomes are generally located in the nuclear interior
while gene-poor chromosomes with lower overall
levels of transcription are more likely to be associated
with the nuclear envelope [15,16,57]. Insertion of a het-
erochromatic block capable of silencing flanking
euchromatin in cis has been shown to result in an
association of the euchromatic gene with the nuclear
envelope [14]. These results suggest that far from pro-
moting transcription, chromatin–nuclear envelope
interactions might in fact play a role in silencing. In
support of this idea, a reporter gene tethered to the
nuclear envelope by a fusion protein containing DNA
binding and nuclear envelope-insertion domains
becomes silenced [58], implying that the inner face of
the nuclear envelope forms a repressive environment
for transcription. Conversely, when transcription is
activated at a tagged chromatin site, that site moves
from a peripheral location near the envelope to the
nuclear interior [59], again suggesting that transcription
and nuclear envelope location might be incompatible.
If the nuclear envelope exerts a negative effect on
transcription, we must ask which component of the
envelope is responsible, as a first step towards dis-
secting the effect at the molecular level. It is known
that in yeast the SIR3 and SIR4 silencing proteins are
localized on the nuclear envelope [60], suggesting that
genes targeted here might be silenced due to the
increased local concentration of silencing proteins.
However, sir3 and sir4 mutants do not disrupt the
association of telomeres with the nuclear envelope
[61], thus some other component must be involved in
actually binding telomeres and holding them in the
peripheral silencing neighborhood.
A number of recent studies in yeast have provided
strong evidence that chromatin–nuclear pore complex
interactions may play a role in gene silencing. Yeast
telomeres, just like heterochromatin in higher eukary-
otes, are able to silence euchromatic genes inserted
into them, and are also localized to the nuclear enve-
lope [60]. Genetic experiments have shown that inter-
actions between the telomere-binding protein dimer
yKu70/yKu80 and the nuclear pore complex associ-
ated proteins Mlp1/Mlp2 are necessary to keep telom-
eres associated with the nuclear envelope [48,49].
This association of telomeres with nuclear pores
seems to play a functional role in silencing: mutations
in yKu70/yKu80, as well as mutations in Mlp1 and
Mlp2, both of which cause reductions in peripheral
telomere localization, result in a dramatic reduction of
telomeric silencing [48,49].
In addition to nuclear pore complexes, components
of the nuclear lamina may also play a role in repressing
gene expression. Nili and coworkers [62] have shown
that lamin-associated protein 2 beta (LAP2β), an inte-
gral membrane protein component of the nuclear
lamina, can repress gene expression. Expressing either
LAP2β or its binding partner GCL (germ cell-less), and
especially both together, in cells that do not normally
express GCL, reduces transcriptional induction by the
E2F–DP complex. This effect might be due to a trivial
mechanism: E2F–DP is known to bind GCL and this
binding could simply sequester E2F–DP to the nuclear
envelope via the LAP2β–GCL interaction, so that it
can’t get inside the nucleus where the promotors are.
But an interesting alternative explanation is that the
interaction could bring E2F-bound chromatin sites to
the nuclear envelope where they would become
silenced. The key experiment will be to visualize E2F-
regulated genes and see if they become nuclear enve-
lope associated in these experiments.
Another way nuclear order might affect gene expres-
sion is by creating silenced heterochromatic neighbor-
hoods within the nucleus (Figure 3A). Heterochromatin
self-associates into large clusters, and when genes
become silenced, they shift their position in the nucleus
to become associated with clusters of heterochro-
matin [14,63–66]. When somatic homolog pairing was
used to physically move a euchromatic gene into the
heterochromatin cluster, the gene became silenced,
apparently due to both an indirect influence of the
heterochromatic neighborhood and a direct influence
from interactions of heterochromatin flanking the homol-
ogous copy of the gene [67]. In contrast, chromosome
rearrangements that impede the ability of a gene to
localize in the heterochromatin cluster prevent it from
being silenced [68,69]. These results suggest that for
a gene to become silenced, it must undergo long-range
movements in the nucleus, consequently the degree
of constraint on chromatin diffusion can directly influ-
ence the susceptibility of a gene to become silenced.
Interactions Between Loci
Nuclear order also affects interchromosomal interac-
tions, such as recombination and double strand DNA
break repair [70,71], as well as transvection interac-
tions between an enhancer on one chromosome and
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a promotor on another chromosome [72]. If two loci
are to interact physically, they must be located at the
same place in the nucleus. However, because of non-
random nuclear organization, not every pair of loci will
be equally likely to interact (Figure 3B). For example,
homologous loci will be subject to identical con-
straints and are thus more likely to end up in the same
vicinity. Likewise, if two loci localize to the nucleolus,
they are more likely to interact because they are non-
randomly close together from the outset. On the other
hand, if two loci are attached to different places on the
nuclear envelope they may never interact because
they would never be able to come into contact.
This theoretical view suggests that nuclear organi-
zation should have a strong regulatory influence on
chromosome interactions. The role of nuclear archi-
tecture on chromosome interactions has been most
thoroughly studied for the phenomenon of somatic
homolog pairing [73]. Somatic homolog pairing has
long been known in Drosophila but also occurs at dis-
crete loci in many organisms including humans and
yeast [74,75] and is functionally important because of
pairing-dependent phenomena such as transvection
[72]. A careful study in Drosophila embryos showed a
strong influence of nuclear position on pairing kinetics
[73]. Loci that started out close together due to a non-
randomly internal position in the nucleus, paired very
rapidly, while loci that started out far apart due to a
more peripheral localization, took much longer to pair.
The kinetics of pairing appeared to follow that expected
for a random-walk diffusive process, rather than
directed movement [73]. Thus, constrained diffusion
of interphase chromatin, together with non-random
nuclear organization, appears sufficient to explain
both the site-specificity and the kinetics of interac-
tions between homologous loci in interphase.
Another important set of data concern chromosome
rearrangements involved in development of leukemia
and other cancers. There are certain chromosome
rearrangements that occur with extremely high fre-
quency, raising a long standing puzzle as to why these
particular regions seem so likely to interact. A classic
example is the so-called Philadelphia chromosome,
which involves a translocation between the BCR and
ABL loci on chromosomes 22 and 9, respectively, to
form the BCR–ABL fusion protein. This rearrangement
is found in many cases of chronic myelogenous
leukemia. FISH experiments showed the BCR and ABL
loci are non-randomly close together in the nucleus
[76,77]. The spatial proximity of these loci is a result of
the non-random arrangement of the chromosomes
during interphase and can account for the high fre-
quency of translocation breakpoints that involve these
two sites. Another example is the rearrangement
between the RET and H4 loci, which are on the same
chromosome but separated by 30 Mb. An inversion
with breakpoints in RET and H4 is found in many
cases of radiation-induced thyroid cancer. As with
BCR and ABL, RET and H4 were found to be non-ran-
domly close together in normal interphase cells, again
suggesting that it is the spatial proximity of these loci
that allows them to recombine so frequently [78].
A third example in which spatial proximity may influ-
ence interactions between chromosomes arises in the
formation of Robertsonian translocations, that is, rec-
iprocal translocations involving entire chromosome
arms. Robertsonian translocations, which are the
most common chromosome structural abnormality in
humans, show a highly non-random distribution of
breakpoints, and in a hugely disproportionate number
of cases the two breakpoints are found on acrocentric
chromosomes that contain nucleolar organizing
regions (NORs) [79]. In this case, it is likely that loci
linked to a NOR are non-randomly close together in
the nucleus because both NORs will be embedded in
the same nucleolus, and this non-random proximity
could well account for the increased frequency of
breakpoints involving such loci.
These results suggest a general principle: due to
non-random nuclear organization, certain loci will be
non-randomly close together in the nucleus. Con-
strained diffusion will then allow them many chances
to interact without allowing them to drift apart, thus
favoring their interaction. Conversely, if two loci start
out far apart in the nucleus, then the constraint on dif-
fusion will greatly impede, or even completely prevent,
their interaction. Thus, nuclear organization may in
fact be one of the critical factors in determining whether
two loci can interact within the nucleus. Because
chromosome motion is most constrained on short
time scales [27], the effects of nuclear organization in
restricting chromosome interactions will be most
severe in actively dividing cells, in which the mitotic
separation between chromosomes is continually 
re-established. In cells that are no longer dividing, 
the slow long range drift of chromatin will eventually
Figure 3. Function of nuclear organization in interphase
chromosome interactions
(A) Non-random nuclear architecture partitions nucleus into
neighborhoods that are either repressive or permissive for tran-
scription. Repressive neighborhoods form on the inner surface
of the nuclear envelope and in regions containing large quanti-
ties of heterochromatin (gray blob). Gene silencing correlates
with, and is likely to depend on, localization to one of these
repressive nuclear environments. (B) Non-random nuclear
architecture combined with constrained diffusion regulates
interactions between loci. Due to constrained diffusion, only
loci whose regions of confinement (dashed circles) overlap are
capable of interacting. Pairs of loci whose confinement regions
do not overlap are unable to interact because they cannot
diffuse into contact.
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randomize nuclear position of chromosomes, reduc-
ing the influence of nuclear organization on chromo-
some interactions. This may explain why a few
specific rearrangements are generally associated with
leukemia and lymphoma, which arise in actively divid-
ing stem cells, while solid tumors arising in terminally
differentiated cells show a much broader spectrum of
chromosome abnormalities.
Conclusions and Future Directions
We can no longer afford to ignore the spatial arrange-
ment of chromosomes in the nucleus. Position of
chromosome loci in the nucleus clearly plays an
important role in gene regulation, pairing-dependent
genetic phenomena, and the distribution of break-
points in chromosome rearrangements. To understand
in greater detail the molecular basis and functional
implications of nuclear architecture, we must identify
the sites at which chromatin diffusion is constrained,
and uncover the DNA sequence determinants as well
as the protein elements that provide the constraint.
This will provide the tools required to manipulate
chromosome position and motion experimentally.
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